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Idea

- Images of the meal (also on iOS) 
- Get all available Data (more than 

what is provided by OpenMensa) 
- Allergy filtering 
- Favorite meal alert 
- high loading Speed + good usability 
- Offline check 
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Challenges
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Connectivity & 
Offline

Energy



Connectivity & Offline

- Caching whenever possible 

- Load most important informations 
first 

- Load data for two weeks in advance 

- Push-Notifications available even if 
user is offline (for two weeks max.) 
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Connectivity & Offline: Adaptation

- Reduction: prioritized data transfer 

- message delivery: Using cached 
data 

- Transformation: Different display of 
data  
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Connectivity & Offline: Adaptation

- Detection via the NetInfo package 

- Can differentiate between Wifi, none, cellular and 
2g, 3g and 4g 

- Based on GraphQl, we can change the amount of 
data received  

- If slow connection exists (slower than 2g), we do 
not load Pictures (strong data reduction) 

- No Background-job on cellular, only Wifi  

- Change appearance of Card (next slide)
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Adaption based on Connection 
& Informations
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Online & Full Data

Offline (cached Data) 
or no more available Data



Energy

- Minimizing data traffic by using 
GraphQL and Caching 

- No long-running background tasks 

- Push-Notifications locally, no need 
for Push-Server  
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Energy: Adaptation

- using the react-native-battery-status 
package 

- detect battery status in percent 

- If battery is low, pause background-jobs 
- do not load meal-images 
- Adaptation like before 
- only take data from cache 
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Technical Implementation 
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Server GraphQL
Client 

Middleware



Serverside
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RSS Feed from 
Studentenwerk

Studenten- 
werk- 
Webseite

Cache

GraphQL
Database 
(simple  
SQLite)

Apollo Server 
based on ExpressPhp-crawler

Asynchronous  
execution



Clientside
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redux-store 
(Cache)

Apollo- 
client

Prefetching background-job 

React- 
frontend 



GraphQL: Status
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Current Status
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